Section 2103 of WRRDA 14 requires Congressional notification by the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, but does not require implementation guidance. For more information, please refer to the text of WRRDA 2014.
The Honorable Jim Inhofe  
Chairman, Committee on  
Environmental and Public Works  
United States Senate  
410 Dirksen Senate Office Building  
Washington, D.C. 20510-6175

Dear Mr. Chairman:

Section 2103 of the Water Resources Reform and Development Act of 2014 requires that the Secretary of the Army establish a deep draft navigation planning center of expertise. It further requires submission of a list of the expertise and grade level of personnel assigned to the center to the Congress.

The U.S. Army Corps of Engineers (Corps) established a National Deep Draft Navigation Planning Center of Expertise (Center) within the South Atlantic Division, Atlanta, Georgia. Additionally, the South Atlantic Division located the technical production cell, the primary element of the Center, within the Mobile District.

Enclosed is the organization chart of the Center and a listing of the grade level and expertise of the personnel assigned to the Center. Also shown are the virtual staff members assigned throughout the Corps, but placed under the Center’s oversight when additional resources are needed to perform deep draft navigation economics and related activities. Among its responsibilities, the Center conducts technical reviews, manages independent external peer reviews, certifies navigation models, and performs the economic analysis for Corps deep draft navigation planning studies. The Center works very closely with port authorities throughout the United States.

I am sending an identical letter to the Honorable Bill Shuster, Chairman, Committee on Transportation and Infrastructure, United States House of Representatives.

Very truly yours,

Jo-Ellen Darcy  
Assistant Secretary of the Army  
(Civil Works)

Enclosure

CF: Honorable Barbara Boxer  
Ranking Member
National Deep Draft Navigation Planning Center of Expertise (DDNPCX)
US Army Corps of Engineers, South Atlantic Division (SAD), Mobile District
Technical Expertise

June 2016

Organizational Positions:
Director, (GS 15): Directs, and provide leadership and strategic oversight of the NDDNPCX. Experienced in all facets of deep draft navigation planning.

Administrative Deputy (GS 14): Deep draft navigation operation and maintenance policy compliance; navigation environmental compliance; advisor on navigation research and development working with researchers throughout the Corps of Engineers.

Technical Director (GS-0110-14): Deep draft navigation policy compliance; economic analysis; plan formulation and evaluation; deep draft navigation model specialist (HarborSym) and managerial proficiency.

Review Manager (GS-0110-13): Deep draft navigation policy compliance; economic analysis; plan formulation and evaluation; deep draft navigation model specialist (HarborSym); and District Quality Control, Agency Technical Review and Independent External Peer Review processes.

Economic Analyst (GS-0110-12): Deep draft navigation policy compliance; economic analysis; plan formulation and evaluation; and deep draft navigation model specialist
National Deep Draft Navigation Planning Center of Expertise (DDNPCX)
US Army Corps of Engineers, South Atlantic Division (SAD), Mobile District
Technical Expertise

(HarborSym). This description includes economists from other USACE divisions and districts that serve as virtual staff, but are not permanently assigned to the DDNPCX.

Program Analyst (GS-0110-11): Managerial and administrative proficiency; and deep draft navigation data collection and analysis.

General Economist (GS-0110-7, with promotional potential to GS-0110-11): Deep draft navigation economic analysis; evaluation of technical and plan formulation of deep draft navigation alternatives; deep draft navigation model specialist (HarborSym).

Regional Economist- North Atlantic Division (CENAD) (GS-0110-11, 12 or 13): Deep draft economic analyses and technical evaluations; deep draft navigation planning models, including HarborSym, and deep draft navigation planning model certifications; and technical reviews and evaluations.

Regional Economist- North Atlantic Division New England District (CENAE) (GS-0110-11, 12 or 13): Deep draft economic analyses and technical evaluations; deep draft navigation planning models, including HarborSym, and deep draft navigation planning model certifications; and technical reviews and evaluations.

Regional Economist- North Atlantic Division Norfolk District (CENAO) (GS-0110-11, 12 or 13): Deep draft economic analyses and technical evaluations; deep draft navigation planning models, including HarborSym, and deep draft navigation planning model certifications; and technical reviews and evaluations.

Regional Economist- Mississippi Valley Division New Orleans District (CEMVN) (GS-0110-11, 12 or 13): Deep draft economic analyses and technical evaluations; deep draft navigation planning models, including HarborSym, and deep draft navigation planning model certifications; and technical reviews and evaluations.

Regional Economist-Pacific Ocean Division Alaska District (CEPOA) (GS-0110-11, 12 or 13): Deep Draft economic analyses and evaluations, small boat harbor economics; deep draft navigation planning models, including HarborSym and deep draft navigation planning model certifications; and technical reviews and evaluations.

Senior Economist-South Atlantic Division- Jacksonville District (CESAJ) (GS-0110-11, 12 or 13): Deep draft navigation planning models, including HarborSym, and deep draft navigation planning model certifications; and technical reviews and evaluations.

Regional Economist- South Pacific Division San Francisco District (CESPN) (GS-0110-11, 12 or 13): Deep Draft economic analyses and evaluations, small boat harbor economics; deep draft navigation planning models, including HarborSym and deep draft navigation planning model certifications; and technical reviews and evaluations.
Regional Economist- Southwestern Division Galveston District (CESWG) (GS-0110-11, 12 or 13): Deep Draft economic analyses and evaluations, small boat harbor economics; deep draft navigation planning models, including HarborSym and deep draft navigation planning model certifications; and technical reviews and evaluations.
The Honorable Bill Shuster  
Chairman, Committee on  
Transportation and Infrastructure  
United States House of Representatives  
2165 Rayburn House Office Building  
Washington, D.C. 20515

Dear Mr. Chairman:

Section 2103 of the Water Resources Reform and Development Act of 2014 requires that the Secretary of the Army establish a deep draft navigation planning center of expertise. It further requires submission of a list of the expertise and grade level of personnel assigned to the center to the Congress.

The U.S. Army Corps of Engineers (Corps) established a National Deep Draft Navigation Planning Center of Expertise (Center) within the South Atlantic Division, Atlanta, Georgia. Additionally, the South Atlantic Division located the technical production cell, the primary element of the Center, within the Mobile District.

Enclosed is the organization chart of the Center and a listing of the grade level and expertise of the personnel assigned to the Center. Also shown are the virtual staff members assigned throughout the Corps, but placed under the Center’s oversight when additional resources are needed to perform deep draft navigation economics and related activities. Among its responsibilities, the Center conducts technical reviews, manages independent external peer reviews, certifies navigation models, and performs the economic analysis for Corps deep draft navigation planning studies. The Center works very closely with port authorities throughout the United States.

I am sending an identical letter to the Honorable James Inhofe, Chairman, Committee on Environment and Public Works, United States Senate.

Very truly yours,

Jo-Ellen Darcy  
Assistant Secretary of the Army  
(Civil Works)

Enclosure

CF: Honorable Peter A. DeFazio  
Ranking Member
National Deep Draft Navigation Planning Center of Expertise (DDNPCX)
US Army Corps of Engineers, South Atlantic Division (SAD), Mobile District
Technical Expertise

National Deep Draft Navigation Planning Center of Expertise

Orginzational Positions:
Director, (GS 15): Directs, and provide leadership and strategic oversight of the NDDNPCX. Experienced in all faucets of deep draft navigation planning.

Administrative Deputy (GS 14): Deep draft navigation operation and maintenance policy compliance; navigation environmental compliance; advisor on navigation research and development working with researchers throughout the Corps of Engineers.

Technical Director (GS-0110-14): Deep draft navigation policy compliance; economic analysis; plan formulation and evaluation; deep draft navigation model specialist (HarborSym) and managerial proficiency.

Review Manager (GS-0110-13): Deep draft navigation policy compliance; economic analysis; plan formulation and evaluation; deep draft navigation model specialist (HarborSym); and District Quality Control, Agency Technical Review and Independent External Peer Review processes.

Economic Analyst (GS-0110-12): Deep draft navigation policy compliance; economic analysis; plan formulation and evaluation; and deep draft navigation model specialist.
National Deep Draft Navigation Planning Center of Expertise (DDNPCX)
US Army Corps of Engineers, South Atlantic Division (SAD), Mobile District
Technical Expertise

(HarborSym). This description includes economists from other USACE divisions and districts that serve as virtual staff, but are not permanently assigned to the DDNPCX.

Program Analyst (GS-0110-11): Managerial and administrative proficiency; and deep draft navigation data collection and analysis.

General Economist (GS-0110-7, with promotional potential to GS-0110-11): Deep draft navigation economic analysis; evaluation of technical and plan formulation of deep draft navigation alternatives; deep draft navigation model specialist (HarborSym).

Regional Economist- North Atlantic Division (CENAD) (GS-0110-11, 12 or 13): Deep draft economic analyses and technical evaluations; deep draft navigation planning models, including HarborSym, and deep draft navigation planning model certifications; and technical reviews and evaluations.

Regional Economist- North Atlantic Division New England District (CENAE) (GS-0110-11, 12 or 13): Deep draft economic analyses and technical evaluations; deep draft navigation planning models, including HarborSym, and deep draft navigation planning model certifications; and technical reviews and evaluations.

Regional Economist- North Atlantic Division Norfolk District (CENAO) (GS-0110-11, 12 or 13): Deep draft economic analyses and technical evaluations; deep draft navigation planning models, including HarborSym, and deep draft navigation planning model certifications; and technical reviews and evaluations.

Regional Economist- Mississippi Valley Division New Orleans District (CEMVN) (GS-0110-11, 12 or 13): Deep draft economic analyses and technical evaluations; deep draft navigation planning models, including HarborSym, and deep draft navigation planning model certifications; and technical reviews and evaluations.

Regional Economist-Pacific Ocean Division Alaska District (CEPOA) (GS-0110-11, 12 or 13): Deep Draft economic analyses and evaluations, small boat harbor economics; deep draft navigation planning models, including HarborSym and deep draft navigation planning model certifications; and technical reviews and evaluations.

Senior Economist-South Atlantic Division- Jacksonville District (CESAJ) (GS-0110-11, 12 or 13): Deep draft navigation planning models, including HarborSym, and deep draft navigation planning model certifications; and technical reviews and evaluations.

Regional Economist- South Pacific Division San Francisco District (CESPN) (GS-0110-11, 12 or 13): Deep Draft economic analyses and evaluations, small boat harbor economics; deep draft navigation planning models, including HarborSym and deep draft navigation planning model certifications; and technical reviews and evaluations.
Regional Economist- Southwestern Division Galveston District (CESWG) (GS-0110-11, 12 or 13): Deep Draft economic analyses and evaluations, small boat harbor economics; deep draft navigation planning models, including HarborSym and deep draft navigation planning model certifications; and technical reviews and evaluations.